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Tech Corner 
By Scott Watkins 

 

HOW DO I ESTIMATE COSTS IN AZURE? 

Pricing Azure can be a challenge. It’s not enough to design, develop and 

deliver a solid cloud solution – these days our partners must also be able 

to cost-optimize and compare against other cloud providers. Making sure 

you size Virtual Machines (VMs) appropriately is essential. Licensing the Operating System (OS) properly is key as well. 

And it’s also important to identify Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) offerings that have lower run costs compared to VMs, 

such as Azure SQL Database and Web Apps. Let’s look at a recent example so you can see what I mean. 

Our partner reached out to us for advice on a new use case for Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD), one that required some 

of the staff to use engineering design software (AutoCAD™ and Revit™). Other users only needed standard Office 

applications in a secure, managed desktop environment. The partner was concerned because their initial attempt to offer 

a quote to the customer seemed exorbitant and they asked for our help. 

The project requirements were straightforward: 

▪ The solution MUST support 12 Engineers and 12 Standard Office users. 
▪ The customer MUST be able to connect to their on-premise file servers and printers. 
▪ The customer MUST be able to work from anywhere on a variety of devices. 

The partner knew they would need a Site-to-Site (S2S) Virtual Private Network (VPN) that connected the customer 

location to Azure. They also knew they would need a Domain Controller in Azure for WVD. Their initial attempt to design 

the solution resulted in a run cost of $3,959.61 – TOO HIGH! There was no way the customer would have accepted this 

monthly expenditure and the partner asked us to help. All of these examples were generated from the Azure Pricing 

Calculator in January 2021. 

First, we’ll review the VPN the partner had selected:
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We asked about the Internet bandwidth that was available at the customers’ location and determined that the existing 

100Mb circuit was sufficient, and they did not need advanced routing. Therefore, a better solution for the S2S VPN is the 

Basic SKU, saving over $100/month: 

 

Let’s examine the Domain Controller next: 

 

We suggested two changes for this server. A Domain Controller doesn’t typically operate with consistently high CPU and 

memory utilization; it’s more of a burstable workload that responds to authentication requests, DNS lookups and other 

sporadic traffic. Therefore, a better size for this VM would be the B2ms, which still provides the same vCPU count and 

same RAM but is significantly cheaper to run. 

We also asked about the contract the partner would be providing the customer – would it be for a one-year or longer 

term? Yes, they planned to offer the customer a three-year managed service agreement for this solution. We made them 
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aware of the substantial discounts with Azure Reserved Instances and reduced the costs by over $100/month  

on this VM: 

 

Next, there were servers that would be used to supply the users’ desktops and store their user profiles. Let’s take  

the file server first – here’s how the partner had it configured it initially: 
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We applied Reserved Instances and made one other change – the OS licensing model. Microsoft now offers Windows 

Server subscriptions which are much more affordable in certain configurations. For this VM, instead of paying $67.16 per 

month for 36 months ($2417.76) for Windows, we opted for a 3-year Windows Server subscription at $523.80 for the 

entire term! Once again, over $100 per month savings for this VM and almost $2000 over the term of the contract: 

 
This is even more impactful in larger VM sizes. For the Pooled Desktop Servers, using Reserved Instances and licensing 

Windows Server as a subscription resulted in a savings of $2346.88 – PER MONTH! 

The final estimate we worked through with the partner looked like this: 

 
From almost $4000/month to just over $1150 – the partner was thrilled! They were in a competitive situation and felt this 
would make the difference and provide real, demonstrable value to their customer. At ScanSource, we are always here to 
help. Want to know more? Contact your Cloud Representative at cloudsme@scansource.com. 
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